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10. Exam 



Identifying Sprawl 

 You are given a pair of population density data grids (Columbia University) 
from 1990 and 2010: 

 Download from http://sedac.ciesin.columbia.edu/gpw 

 Identify metropolitan areas in the United States that have “sprawled” 

 i.e. grown spatially larger in the two decades 

 Have any metropolitan areas shrunk? 

 Submit on learn.ou.edu: 

 A report explaining your methodology, alternate techniques that you 
considered and the advantages and limitations (if any) of the one you 
chose to implement 

 Results (on a background that makes clear the geographic location of 
any areas that you identify). Ideally, these are embedded in the report 
itself. 

 Key parts of your code. These could also be embedded in the report 
itself 

 Conclusions 

http://sedac.ciesin.columbia.edu/gpw/
http://sedac.ciesin.columbia.edu/gpw/


My solution 

 Took the population data in original scale (not log-scale) 

 All the images in this section have Google Maps as background 



Find cities: 1990 

 To find cities, can use Hysteresis method 

 Lower threshold = Otsu’s optimal threshold on 1990 data (31K) 

 Higher threshold = lower threshold * 2 



Find cities: 2010 

 Used the 1990 thresholds to identify cities on the 2010 data 

 Should probably account for secular trend in population growth, but 

buildings probably can not accommodate more people … 



Wait a second … 

 Why three colors in the Bay Area? San Francisco, San Jose, Oakland 

 Not completely filled in yet, but getting really close -- With slightly 

different thresholds, we may have gotten one metro area 



City size: 1990 

 Once you’ve found the cities, create a “city size” spatial grid 

 Points outside cities have city-size value of zero 



City size: 2010 

 Same process to create a city size grid for 2010 

 The three Bay Area cities and San Diego all approximately same 

size; Los Angeles much bigger; Oxnard, Fresno, etc. smaller 



Percent change in size 

 Define sprawl as percent change in size in the two decades 

 Can now compute this pixel-by-pixel 

 Won’t get values in the “sprawl”, but will be able to find city centers 



The list … 

 Greatest growth in high-density urban area: 

 149 to 162  NEWPORT BEACH,CA zip=92660 loc=[33.637771,-
117.875189] 

 11 to 12  GRETNA,LA zip=70056 loc=[29.887204,-90.033138] 

 13 to 15  MINNEAPOLIS,MN zip=55419 loc=[44.890914,-93.282724] 

 20 to 24  FREMONT,CA zip=94538 loc=[37.509453,-121.95832] 

 14 to 17  BALTIMORE,MD zip=21224 loc=[39.279207,-76.557237] 

 32 to 41  MIAMI,FL zip=33144 loc=[25.766427,-80.304172] 

 17 to 22  QUINCY,MA zip=02170 loc=[42.267248,-71.016742] 

 27 to 36  OXON HILL,MD zip=20745 loc=[38.814362,-76.957746] 

 20 to 28  SAN DIEGO,CA zip=92134 loc=[32.562106,-117.07166] 

 15 to 23  GUAYNABO,PR zip=00971 loc=[18.30942,-66.113606] 

 21 to 34  SAN JOSE,CA zip=95111 loc=[37.267947,-121.800001] 

 Toronto, ON was one of the non-US cities that grew quite a bit 



What urban areas did not grow? 

 Pretty much every urban area in the USA grew larger 

 The only urban area to shrink was (drumroll): 

 33 to 32  WOODLYN,PA zip=19094 loc=[39.876862,-75.346083] 

 What happened there? Probably just a label switch (this is on the 

East Coast between Wilmington and Philadelphia) 

 

 Lots of places stayed the same size, e.g: 

 14 to 14  MILWAUKEE,WI zip=53207 loc=[42.975115,-87.894682] 

 6 to 6  CRANSTON,RI zip=02910 loc=[41.7917,-71.435251] 

 I did not consider places with an urban core of less than 5 pixels 

(approximately 80 km^2 or 30 sq. miles since the data are at a 0.04-

degrees resolution in lat and lon) 



Your solutions 

 Your methodologies were very good 

 Especially considering the time constraint (3 hrs) 

 Interestingly … everyone followed somewhat different approaches 

 

 Some commonalities 

 Many of you tried to find objects 

 Hysteresis-based segmentation using thresholds determined using 
Otsu’s method a clear choice here 

 But no one actually used those objects’ properties 

 Everyone had more sophisticated things they would have tried 

 If only there were more time! 

 In particular, subtracting the two population density images is a dead-
end 

 You get growth in population, but not spatial sprawl 

 



Solution 1 

 Use Gaussians to model cities (employing projection pursuit) 

 “sigma” of the Gaussians should change if city grows in size 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Problem: cities not really nice and circular 

 Captures growth in Toronto, but not cities constrained by geography 



Solution 2 

 Use Hysteresis-maxima approach to avoid problem of global threshold 

 Threshold2 = 0.99 * threshold1 to capture full extent of city 

 Then looked at increase/decrease in (population? Size?) 



Solution 3 

 Found metropolitan areas from 1990, saved the seed pixel and tried to 

use the seed pixel to grow regions for 2010 

 Problematic since the seed pixel is simply the first pixel that meets 

threshold criteria and might belong to a different region in 2010 



Solution 4 

 Find change in population by subtracting the two grids 

 Does not quite measure spatial growth, but is faster (only 1 image) 

 

 Find growth areas by finding pixels with increase of 10K+ with at least 

one pixel with increase of 20K+ 

 Similarly find decayed areas using -2K and -6K 

 

 Identified area of decay around Detroit and area of growth around 

Toronto and LA 



Solution 5 

 Convert the two population images into binary images 

 Pixels are either “urban” (1) and “rural” based on population density 

 Threshold chosen using Otsu’s method without log scaling 

 Subtract the two binary images 

 1 = new urban; 0 = no change; -1 = new rural 

 Found that every urban area is growing or remaining same size 



Solution 6 

 Subtract two images and threshold difference image at 500 

people/km^2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Also tried segmenting images and subtracting them 

 But got random growth 



Solution 7 

 Locate and plot major cites in 1990 and 2010 

 Difference between two data sets to find spatial change 

 Not clear why you would get a difference of 2 


